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Print Media Coverage of AIDS- Cambodian Perspective 
3y Moeun Chhean Nariddh 

'Moeun Chhean Nariddh is a Cambodian graduate from the University of 
r'hnom Penh who has been working in the print media for almost three 
/ears. He has worked for the British Embassy, the UNTAC Human Rights 
Component, and is currently a reporter for the Phnom Penh Post, 
Cambodia's foremost English language bi-weekly newspaper." 

Introduction 
Since the first HIV positive test results were documented in Cambodia in 
1991, Khmer journalists have been entrusted with yet another 
jnprecedented task: to combat the well-known AIDS epidemic along with 
:he long-term boring war coverage. Yet, not many local reporters have 
fully understood what the epidemic really means to them and how 
enormous their responsibility is in preventing it from harming their fellow 
Cambodians. After years of isolation, Cambodia now finds itself on the 
front line of the pandemic of HIV disease. 

AIDS in the Khmer Media 
As AIDS has just emerged in Cambodia, readers have not seen as many 
stories under AIDS-related titles as appear in the print media of the rest of 
the world. The following is the list of the number of articles found in some 
of the domestic popular newspapers: 

News Organizations No of articles 

Reasmei Kampuchea ..••--" 16 
Neak Chea* 9 
Chakravall 7 
Koh Santepheap 5 
Phnom Penh Post ( English ) 8 
Cambodia Times ( Khmer & English) 10-15 

*Neak Chea is a newly born newspaper published by a Cambodian Human Rights J oy a Uamoodian Human Rights 
Organization. (jrrwv ;</:•• 

Reporters' Attitudes towards AIDS 
Despite the fact that many Khmer journalists have recognized the 
importance of the role of the media in helping deal with AIDS, various 
newspapers have different policies and attitudes towards the pandemic. 
Most newspapers have the same problems with adequately addressing the 
magnitude of the AIDS pandemic. With the exception of Reasmei 
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Kampuchea, Neak Chea, Phnom Penh Post and Cambodia Times, virtually 
all the Khmer-language newspapers would consider printing only political 
stories and articles designed to sell newspapers- this too rarely includes 
AIDS. These newspapers see AIDS stories as a barrier to the good sale of 
their products. Another common problem for the print media in Cambodia 
is the lack of experienced staff and readership. Too many AIDS stories 
make readers feel bored, and it goes further to affect the marketing of the 
newspapers. 

How Reporters prepare stories 
Some newspapers send their reporters to the Ministry of Health, the 
National Blood Transfusion Center, the World Health Organization, the 
Pasteur Institute and other non-governmental organizations to get the 
information, while many others will mainly wait for and publish the 
stories all these institutions or some doctors send to them. Reasmei 
Kampuchea has its reporters specialized in the field of health care and will 
normally write an AIDS-related feature story by conducting interviews 
with health officials or prostitutes along with hard news stories and 
analysis- not to mention translation and the review of foreign newspapers 
and magazines. A health reporter at Reasmei Kampuchea says part of the 
content of his stories is the encouragement of the government to take 
immediate measures to prevent AIDS from spreading throughout the 
country. Chakravall would approach a different way due to the lack of 
experienced staff in this area. Besides printing posters authorized by NGOs 
that produce them, Chakravall would depend on medical students to do 
research and write an AIDS story or translate articles on AIDS from foreign 
documents, newspapers and magazines. Once the work is done, it will ask 
government health officials to check the meaning or quality of the stories 
to be published in case the articles carry unnecessary mistakes. Another 
newspaper, Neak Chea has employed a part-time physician to write stories 
on AIDS. Thanks to its news quality, it is beginning to win the popularity 
among the Khmer readers and is taking the lead in covering the AIDS 
epidemic. In only 16 editions published by Neak Chea, readers can find up 
to nine articles dealing with AIDS. Printed in black and white, the eight-
page Neak Chea is designed with a column for lieathicarestoriesjiWithaDr heath care stories. With 
circulation of 5,000, the newspapers are distributed to 15 of the 2V ; ^i^ <rr ^ 11 of thr -> i 
provinces in Cambodia. Some of its nine AIDS articles are headed with 
these titles: 'Cambodia has another war with AIDS', 'the Evil catastrophe of 
AIDS', 'Measures to prevent AIDS', 'AIDS and development', 'AIDS or SIDA', 
'the Immune system', 'HIV carriers and AIDS patients', and 'High Risk 
behavior.' / 
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Difficulties for Media Coverage of AIDS 
Unlike in other countries, Khmer people have not yet seen a Cambodian 
who has apparently died from AIDS. This no doubt makes print media 
coverage of the pandemic rather difficult. Some people even still do not 
believe that AIDS really exists. For almost every time of an interview, 
people decline to talk to reporters and often not because they do not want 
to but it is the question of the traditional shyness of the Khmers to talk 
about sex in their community, let alone to strangers lJLke journalists. No 
matter what an interview is about, some people are likely to push their 
interviewers around. To show a condom in public here in Cambodia is not 
much different from walking naked. More unfortunately still, the question 
of the overall situation aspects- particularly in political and economic 
themes- has made Cambodians put not much attention to AIDS. As Chhim 
Samrith, the editor of the health section at Reasmei Kampuchea, put it, 
death is common in this war-torn country. He says people will think only 
of what is in front of them. So AIDS is only a small thing to them and is far 
away from them in term of its incubation period. Samrith says if a man is 
now 40, he thinks it is no problem for him to die in ten years. Another 
barrier to the Cambodian media coverage of AIDS appears to be from a 
vulnerable group- i.e. the prostitutes. Unlike the ethnic Vietnamese 
prostitutes, most Cambodian sex workers find themselves already 
meaningless or seemingly dead upon falling into prostitution. So they do 
not care for their future, neither for death. Samrith says all these factors 
have rendered the coverage of the AIDS issues even more difficult 

Readers' Reaction to Media coverage of AIDS 
While most people have recognized that news organizations are the 
principal sources for their information about AIDS nation-wide, the 
accuracy of the news that the media presents for their readers has become 
vital. However, some Cambodian journalists do not feel that they have such 
an enormous responsibility and they have so far made a few critical 
mistakes in the information they have given to their audience. Dr Tea 
Phala, National Program Manager of the Inter-Ministerial Committee for 
AIDS and STD Prevention and Control, says that he appreciates the efforts.. ^ , r ^ ,L.. .,... . 
made by Cambodian journalists in informingjand'educatingitheipeopleg and educating the peopl< 
about AIDS. Yet, he reveals that some certain Khmer newspapers and 
magazines have made some major errors in their reporting of the 
epidemic, which strongly affect the government's AIDS prevention 
programs. He says the mistakes include the publication by the media of the 
rumors that there is a cure for AIDS and misinformation about condoms. 
Dr. Phala says some newspapers have published articles saying that the 
medicines to cure the pandemic have been discovered either inside or 
outside the country. So the effect of the article is negative. Sharing the 
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same criticism, Dr. Tan Try, chief of the Education Section of the National 
Center for Hygiene and Epidemiology, complains that some Khmer 
journalists have written stories telling the readers that this or that country 
or doctor has found the treatment for AIDS. However, he says, they do not 
have evidence and is not recognized by the Ministry of Health. Moreover, 
Dr. Try says there is a newspaper that has printed a story exaggerating the 
efficiency of AZT, which possibly can simply help prolong the life of the 
people with AIDS. Erroneously, they told the readers that AZT is the 
medicine that can cure AIDS. Dr. Phala adds that the^other mistakes were a 
reporter's confusion of the infectious period of AIDS . Concerning condoms, 
he says certain newspapers have published articles saying that the 
manufacturers have made a lot of money from selling condoms which have 
nothing to do with AIDS. Dr. Phala stresses that this confirms some people 
that the pandemic does not really exist. He says not many Cambodian 
reporters have taken AIDS seriously and that they sometimes even make 
fun of condoms. He explains that reporters should feel serious about AIDS 
so that their articles can also be serious. Dr. Phala says there is also a 
bulletin that has published an article informing their readers that AIDS can 
even be transmitted by mosquitoes( which it cannot be). Besides, Cambodia 
still has to face the problem of reporters who do not fully understand the 
role of the media. Most people have a very low educational background, 
making their understanding of the information about AIDS limited. Dr. Try 
says the media have yet made another mistake in their use of the 
language. He says the knowledge of the writers is high, but they forget to 
think about the relatively low understanding of the average readers. Dr. 
Try raises one of the apparent errors of a writer who forgot to put AIDS 
and HIV into the Khmer spellings. 

Government's Policy Towards AIDS in the Media 
In response to the improvement of the understanding of the press 
concerning the AIDS issues, the National AIDS Committee( now changed to 
the Inter-Ministerial Committee for AIDS and STD Prevention and Control) 
conducted two workshops for Khmer reporters in Phnom Penh. In each 
workshop, the National AIDS Committee had invited about 30 journalists 
from different media orgamzations'injCambodia-vThoughtnotsquifeJOfttenjiia. Though not quite otte 
Dr. Tea Phala says he has maintained g6od«communic^doiisiaHd rrad^ communications and h?A 
interviews with various domestic newspapers. Also just recently, the 
National Center for Hygiene and Epidemiology has set up a team for health 
education with AIDS being the first priority. Dr. Try says the team, which 
includes two doctors, one photographer and one artist, is to write stories 
and draw pictures of AIDS-related subjects to be sent to and printed in 
different newspapers. Besides, the center also organized two workshops 
with the press to educate them about AldS. 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, the response of the print media to the worldwide AIDS 
pandemic and the danger to Cambddian people has been hampered by 
many factors. Most importantly, reporting on such an unpleasant topic 
which is so far removed from the daily challenges( war and poverty) 
facing Cambodians is not profitable( it doesn't sell papers). This is 
compounded by the low level of understanding of basic hygiene and public 
health. This is the most critical period in addressing the challenge of AIDS 
in Cambodia, but following the worldwide trend, the response may well be 
'too little, too late.' 
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